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SUMMARY
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$5.5 BILLION GENERAL BOND FOR STEM CELL RESEARCH:

14

Stem cell research is leading to miraculous advancements in medicine, but borrowing $5.5 billion to
fund programs that have already spent $3 billion, with no real accountability during these difficult
economic times, is irresponsible.
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PROPERTY TAX INCREASE:
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The largest property tax increase in state history will drive up the cost-of-living for all Californians.
This measure decimates Prop. 13 property tax protections.

RE-IMPLEMENTS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION BY OVERTURNING PROP. 209:
Only by treating everybody equally can a state as diverse as California be fair to everyone.

PAROLEE VOTING RIGHTS:
Allows violent criminals who haven’t even completed parole to vote.
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17-YEAR OLD VOTING:
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Allows 17-year olds to vote in primaries if they will be 18 by time of general election. The federal
and state government have set the age of legal responsibilities at 18. At 17, you still need a parent’s
permission to go on a school field trip.
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PROPERTY TAX TRANSFER CHANGE:
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Changes property tax transfer rules for inherited properties, providing Prop. 13 protection only for
primary residences. Allows Prop. 13 base year transfers between all counties for 55+, with some
exceptions. Results in a billion dollar tax increase.
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STRENGTHENS PENALITES FOR VIOLENT AND PROPERTY CRIMES:
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Overturns Prop. 47 and Prop. 57, two soft-on-crime iniatives that weakened sentences on a variety
of crimes, making them misdemeanors only, not "wobblers" that could be charged as
misdemeanors or felonies.

RENT CONTROL:
Allows local governments to implement broad rent control.
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GIG-WORKER CLASSIFICATION:
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Allows UBER/LYFT/Door Dash workers to continue working flexible hours. This is a major step in
undoing the job-killing Assembly Bill 5.
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INCREASED REGULATIONS AND COSTS ON DIALYSIS CLINICS:
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This measure will drive up the cost of dialysis treatment. A similar initiative proposed in 2018 was
defeated.

CONSUMER PRIVACY LAW:
Creates ANOTHER state agency to regulate businesses in California regarding internet privacy.
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REPEAL MONEY BAIL:
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Under the Governor’s Executive Order we have been temporarily operating under this system for a
number of months and it’s been disastrous. Criminals are being released and committing crimes the
same day. If Prop. 25 passes, it will make it more difficult and dangerous for law enforcement to do
its job.
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